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S-Series Quick Overview Quiz
1. DVRT’s can be updated via the internet by using the automatic smart updater?
2. S-Series DVRT’s can be expanded to up to 32 channels?
3. Upgrading a DVRT in the field allows you to keep all your data when you upgrade?
4. Pan/Tilt/Zoom controls can control cameras from the Graphical User Interface (GUI)?
5. Multiple screen divisions allow you to view one or all thirty-two channels during live mode
or playback, as well as, view cameras full screen or rotate any combination?
6. During Live Mode, camera positions can be switched by dragging and dropping cameras
from one position to another?
7. Live audio allows us to hear what we can not see?
8. Multiple channels of live audio can be listened to simultaneously from the DVRT?
9. Multiple channels of live audio can be listened to from the client one channel at a time?
10. Instant replay allows you to playback recorded video while viewing live images?
11. Object search is used to search definable areas of recorded video for specific or missing
items?
12. Alarm inputs, like open doors, can be searched using Event Search rather than searching
for motion recorded in front of them?
13. When cash register data is integrated, you can find video by searching a specific
transaction?
14. Two-Way Voice allows multiple clients to speak to each other or with the DVRT
simultaneously?
15. All DVRT’s can archive data to either a compatible CD-RW or DVD-RW?
16. When required for legal verification, the watermark tool can bookmark any bitmap image?
17. The Client Software can view cameras and listen to live audio from any PC with a phone
or internet connection?
18. The Client Software Two-Way Voice can be activated while listening to a live audio channel
and controlling PTZ cameras?
19. The Multi-Site Client Software also known as the Enterprise Software can monitor up to
256 DVRT’s for motion detection, alarm inputs and video loss?
20. The Web Browser can be used to view and pan/tilt/zoom cameras without installing
any software?
21. The PDA Client Software permits cameras to be viewed from a PDA or cell phone?
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